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The mechanical deformation induced by reactive ion etching (RIE) of rectangular
ridge waveguides in GaAs and InP has been investigated by photoluminescence and
cathodoluminescence techniques. Several trends were identified and are discussed.
First, it is concluded that the RIE process itself is the source of the mechanical de-
formation. A compressive volume change occurs mainly within the ridge (with a
maximum close to the vertical etched sidewalls), extending outside the ridges, up
to several µm below the bottom etched surface. An anisotropic deformation also
appears, again mainly close to the etched sidewalls and below the bottom etched
surface. A narrow area under tensile stress was also identified, localized outside the
ridges and in a shallow region below the bottom etched surface. Cumulative, overlap-
ping effects are seen, inside the ridges where the compressive stress fields originating
at the vertical etched sidewalls contribute to an overall compression inside the ridge
which increases as the ridge width decreases. In addition, a tensile stress is also ob-
served outside the ridge, strongly enhanced by the presence of neighbouring ridges.
These conclusions are significant for the design of photonic structures. Because of
the photoelastic effect, which is important in GaAs and InP, the properties of devices
such as waveguides might be affected by the mechanical stress described herein.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reactive ion etching (RIE) is one of the ubiquitous processes contributing to the devel-
opment of nanotechnology platforms, whether it is for the fabrication of electronic, opto-
electronic or photonic components and integrated circuits. The fundamental mechanisms
involved in RIE pertain to plasma physics, to interactions of surfaces with energetic ions
and reactive species, and also to modifications of the bulk materials properties by these reac-
tants. Optimisation of RIE in a process flow can be complex due to the choice of the possible
adjustable parameters (starting with the type of reactive and dilution gases, along with the
choice of the type of plasma reactor, the power applied to the plasma source, the sample
temperature, possibly the power at the secondary radio-frequency (RF) source to adjust
self–bias, choice of the masking material ...1,2). In the simplest optimization procedure, the
selection of parameters can be made looking at the geometrical shape, critical dimensions,
and residual roughness of the resulting etched nanostructures. However, considering the
trend towards reduced dimensions and the fact that the active areas in the semiconductor
material are getting closer to the etched surfaces, careful control of changes induced in the
materials properties in the proximity of etched surfaces also needs to be considered.
Schematically, three kinds of disorder induced by plasma etching have been reported in the
literature3:

• chemical disorder (such as non-stoichiometry in materials like GaAs and InP);

• crystallographic disorder (creation of amorphous layers, atomic displacements through
collision cascades, ...) and

• creation of point defects affecting the electronic or optical properties.

State-of-the-art photonic integrated circuits based on InP are good examples of how the
etching process can impact the resulting performances. Fandino and Munoz4 show that an
error of ±0.1 µm on the width of the rib waveguides used to generate multimode interference
(MMI) couplers could lead to a decrease of the bandwidth by a factor of 4 (from 40 to 10
nm). The integrated circuits discussed in4 are designed for high speed coherent optical
communications around 1550 nm. The nominal width for the MMIs was 40 µm. Similarly,
manufacturing deviations on the shape of the ribs (e.g. non vertical lateral walls) would also
significantly affect the performance of such devices. The etch roughness can also generate
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optical losses, as shown in the case of InP/InGaAsP waveguides with integrated mirrors to
ensure 45◦ bends to the propagating mode5.

Plasma etching of GaAs and InP can induce a depletion of the element V6. It can also
produce damage to the crystal structure, which can be identified either directly using high
resolution transmission electron microscopy6, or through the use of optical techniques such
as photoluminescence (PL), for example to measure Fabry-Perot damping in waveguides7.
A number of groups have also investigated the generation of electrically active defects in
GaAs and InP by plasma etching (e.g.8,9). It has been shown that under the conditions
used for plasma etching of GaAs and InP, these effects (especially electrically and optically
active defects) can reach distances up to hundreds of nm beneath the surface because of the
possibility for ions to channel through the crystals10–12.

In this article, we propose a different approach to investigate modifications to the semi-
conductor material during plasma (RIE) etching of GaAs and InP-based structures: we
focus on the analysis of the presence of mechanical deformation by means of spatially re-
solved luminescence techniques (either optical excitation (PL) or electron beam excitation
cathodoluminescence (CL)). The motivation to investigate crystal deformation comes from
the idea that some of the effects reported for plasma etching can introduce local strains.
In particular, this is the case if ions or fast neutral radicals channel through the crystal
lattice and stop at some depth once they have transferred their energy. Non-stoichimetric
surfaces, resulting from the depletion of the element V, might also generate strain if the non-
stoichiometric material extends over depths of 10 nm or more13. On the other hand, this
study is also motivated by the consideration that residual mechanical stress would affect the
optical properties of photonic devices because of the photoelastic effect, which can be critical
in the case of a waveguide fabrication. The impact of mechanical stress on waveguides has
been described in details by Huang14. Photoelasticity is strong in III-V compounds15, and
consequently mechanical stress for such materials can lead to multimode operation, birefrin-
gence, or changes of the shape of the optical mode, possibly resulting in additional optical
losses14.

This article is organized as follows: the details of interest for the experimental part (sam-
ple preparation, plasma etching processes and measurement techniques) are described in
section 2. Section 3 lists the results obtained using the different approaches of our experi-
mental techniques and the different sample geometries. Section 4 presents a discussion of the
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results including data fitting with a simple analytical model and preliminary finite element
simulations aiming at testing some ideas about the localization of the defects generated
during plasma etching. Section 5 concludes the work.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Samples

We have used bulk GaAs and InP wafers, with (100) orientation. All the samples were n-
type doped in the order of 1018 cm−3. Rectangular ridges aligned along the ⟨110⟩ direction
were etched on the surface of the wafers. A SiNx hard mask thin film was deposited by
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) for the definition of these structures.
Different PECVD reactors and different gas mixtures were used to deposit the mask layers.
The deposition temperature for the SiNx films was typically in the range [250 ◦C - 300 ◦C]
and the thickness was 500 nm. Before etching of the semiconductor material to form the
rectangular ridge, the films were patterned by standard or electron beam lithography to
different widths (from 0.5 to 20 µm) followed by opening using RIE etching with SF6 or
CF4/O2 plasmas.

B. Plasma etching processes

Different nanotechnology platforms for the etching of the semiconductor material (either
GaAs or InP) were used:

• Process #1 involved CH4 (6.4 sccm) /H2 (50 sccm) /Ar (8.4 sccm) in a capacitively
coupled RIE reactor. The total pressure was 30 mTorr and the RF power was 40
W. In this process the sample is attached to a water-cooled sample holder (water
temperature between 10 and 15 ◦C). The DC self-bias for this process was −360V .

• Process #2 involved CH4 (32 sccm) /Cl2 (20 sccm) /Ar (100 sccm) in an inductively
coupled RIE reactor. The total pressure was 20 mTorr and the RF power was 800
W at the plasma source and 200 W for sample bias. The sample holder controlled
temperature was 200 ◦C. The DC self-bias for this process was −375V .

• Process #3 involved SiCl4/He in an inductively coupled RIE reactor.
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Processes #1 and #2 were used to etch InP, and process #3 was used for GaAs etching.
After the semiconductor etching step, the organic contamination was eliminated in an O2

plasma and the remaining SiNx was removed using HF wet etch. This ensures that the
effects investigated are due solely to the reactive ion etching procedure.

C. Measurement techniques

To characterize and map the local mechanical deformations in our samples we used local
probe luminescence techniques. A description of the application of PL and CL for mapping
local stresses and strains in III-V semiconductor materials and devices can be found in16 for
example. We provide a synopsis of our implementation of these techniques as follows:

• The spectral shift of the (spectrally resolved) luminescence line associated with band-
to-band transitions in bulk III-V semiconductors is linked to the local volume change in
the absence of doping modifications. Details on the formulation and case applications
can be found in16,17.

• The degree of polarization (DOP) of the spectrally integrated luminescence is related
to the deformation anisotropy and shear deformation in the plane perpendicular to
the optical beam, as established by Cassidy and co-workers18.

Recent results illustrating these approaches, as well as detailed formulations, can be found
in19–21. In this paper, we discuss results obtained from the spectral shift of the intrinsic
CL emission (SS-CL), the degree of polarization of the PL (DOP-PL), and the degree of
polarization of the CL (DOP-CL) intrinsic emission. The main difference between PL and
CL is the spatial resolution and the field of view. In PL the spatial resolution is limited by
diffraction to approximately 1 µm, making details smaller than this difficult to resolve. On
the other hand, it is possible with PL to scan over distances of several hundred microns.
In CL, the spatial resolution (determined by the extension of the electron beam / sample
interaction volume and the carrier diffusion length) can be as good as 100 nm depending on
the acceleration voltage22, however, the lateral extension of the images is limited to a few
microns. The PL measurements were performed using a 635 nm excitation laser, while a 5
kV electron acceleration voltage was used for the CL measurements.
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The samples were scanned on both the top (100) surface across the etched ridges and a
cleaved (110) surface in the area of the etched ridges.

III. RESULTS

A. (110) Cross sectional mappings

Fig. 1 shows CL cross sectional maps for a 6 µm wide ridge etched over 3 µm deep in
InP (etch process #2). Fig. 1-a is the SS-CL map in the area of the ridge. To convert the

FIG. 1: CL maps on the cross-section of an InP ridge etched with process #2
(CH4/Cl2/Ar). Width: W = 6 µm; etch depth: d = 3µm. (a) : volume change deduced
from SS-CL; (b) : DOP-CL.The color scale on the right gives respectively the relative

volume change and DOP-CL.

spectral shift to a volume change, the following formula was used21:

∆E(meV) = −6.15× 103 · (ϵxx + ϵyy + ϵzz) (1)

This relation between the spectral shift ∆E and the volume change (ϵxx + ϵyy + ϵzz) was
established based on the deformation potentials given by23. Computing the volume change
requires knowledge of the CL peak position for unstrained material. A CL spectrum recorded
in the bulk InP, far below the (100) surface, was used as a reference. The volume deformation
appears compressive over the entire area displayed in fig. 1-a, decreasing towards the bulk.
The compression remains significant up to 2 or 3 µm below the etched surface, and also in
the whole area within the ridge.
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Fig. 1-b is the DOP-CL map in the same area. The DOP measured from a (110) surface is
defined as

DOP y =
Ix − Iz

Ix + Iz
(2)

where Ix is the component of the spectrally integrated CL signal with polarization parallel
to the x axis of fig. 1-b18. z is along [100], x is along [1̄10] and y is along [110]. The
DOP originates from an anisotropic deformation of the crystal which initially has cubic
symmetry. Cassidy et al.18 have established that, in a first approximation, the DOP signal
is proportional to the difference in the normal strain coefficients along the 2 axes in the
plane of observation. They proposed the formula

DOP y = −CDOP (ϵxx − ϵzz) (3)

for a (110) surface, with CDOP = 65± 10 for InP(110) and CDOP = 50± 10 for GaAs(110),
applicable for DOP-PL measurements (we consider these to be applicable to DOP-CL mea-
surements as well). According to this formula, a positive DOP signal as shown on fig. 1-b
means that the deformation is more compressive (or less tensile) in the x direction than in
the z direction. Note that the measured DOP signal is low (a few % maximum).
Recent theoretical work24 indicates that the relation between the DOP and the normal strain
coefficients might be more complex than given by eq. 3 for a (110) surface, due to the loss
of square symmetry. We have kept the DOP values for the scale in DOP maps instead of
converting them to (ϵxx − ϵzz).
Fig. 1-b shows that the DOP signal is positive (indicated in blue on the color map) in
the area next to the vertical etched walls, and negative (red on the color map) below the
bottom etched surface. This could indicate a dominant compressive strain along x close to
the vertical etched walls, and a dominant tensile strain along x (or compressive strain along
z) close to the bottom etched surface.
Fouchier20 established a correction procedure for the signal from SS-CL and DOP-CL in
areas very close to the different surfaces on the sample. However, this procedure requires
complex additional measurements and could not be applied for the CL results presented in
this paper. CL data for points located less than 1 µm from the surfaces should be considered
with some restriction. Nevertheless, the trends observed extend significantly beyond this 1
µm thick layer.
The CL and DOP maps for cleaved cross-sections on etched ridges 3 and 1 µm wide (same
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etch process, same depth as for fig. 1) are shown in fig. 2. The magnitudes of the CL

FIG. 2: CL maps on the cross-section of InP ridges of different widths etched with process
#2 (CH4/Cl2/Ar). d = 3µm. (a) : SS-CL / W = 3 µm, (b ): DOP-CL / W = 3 µm, (c) :

SS-CL / W = 1 µm, (d) : DOP-CL / W = 1 µm.

and DOP signals increase inside the ridge as the width decreases from 6 to 3 and 1 µm,
indicating a cumulative effect on the crystal deformation when the vertical etched sidewalls
get closer to each other. The SS-CL and DOP-CL signals, on the other hand, remain similar
below the bottom etched surfaces.

B. (100) top surface measurements

We now describe the results obtained by recording PL and CL from the top (100) surface.
Since the ridges are elongated along the y direction (elongation: a few mm) we only present
linescans along the x direction (across the ridges) instead of maps in the xy plane. Linescans
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recorded along the x direction do not show any change as a function of the y coordinate as
long as the measurement area is far enough from the edge ends. This allows us to average
x direction linescans for different y values, thus improving the signal - to - noise ratio. Note
that the DOP signal is now measured for the optical beam propagating along the z direction.

1. Spectral shift cathodoluminescence (SS-CL)

Fig. 3 shows (100) surface SS-CL linescans across two of the ridges similar to those of
figs. 1 and 2. Note that the measured spectral shift in fig. 3 was not converted into a volume
deformation. The reason for this is that the sample is not planar owing to the presence of
ridges. The strain can be assumed independent of the y coordinate along the [110] direction
(measurement geometry for figs. 1 and 2) but this is not the case along the z coordinate
in the [100] direction (measurement geometry for fig. 3). The peak shifts in fig. 3 are
a weighted average of the crystal deformation over the depth probed by the CL signal (a
few hundred nm). Fig. 3 indicates compressive deformation inside the ridges, and tensile
deformation just outside the ridges, returning to zero a few microns away from the ridge.
The apparent discontinuity at the ridge edges is not an artefact. It arises from the fact that
the scanned region inside the ridge lies near the top surface, whereas it lies near the bottom
etched surface outside the ridge25. The etch depth (3 µm) is much larger than the depth
probed in InP by the 5 kV electron beam in the CL measurement.
Comparing the two curves in fig. 3 one can observe that the compressive strain inside the
ridge is significantly higher for the 1 µm ridge than for the 6 µm one, which is qualitatively
similar to what was revealed by the cross section scans. Fig. 3 also evidences an area under
tensile strain just outside the ridge edges. This is apparently different from the trends shown
on figs 1 and 2 where the volume change is compressive everywhere. However, it should be
noticed that the depth probed in the surface scans (fig. 3) is a few hundred nm at most.
This zone below the surface is too small to be clearly identified on the cross section scans.

2. Degree of polarization of the photoluminescence (DOP-PL)

A PL linescan across a 6 µm ridge in InP can be seen in fig. 4 (the DOP-PL and PL
intensity signals are superimposed). The sample was etched to a depth of 0.5 µm using
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FIG. 3: SS-CL profile across the surface of isolated ridges etched in InP : W = 1 µm and
W = 6 µm, d = 3µm. Etch process: CH4/Cl2/Ar.

process #1. Taking into account the fact that the ridge length is in the mm range, we can
assume that the strain ϵyy along this length is negligible. Indeed, any non-zero ϵyy should be
almost constant along the ridge since the length can be considered infinite. This would induce
an overall curvature of the sample in the y direction21. Such curvature was not observed
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FIG. 4: DOP-PL and PL intensity linescans across an isolated ridge etched in InP :
W = 6 µm, d = 0.5 µm; etch process: CH4/H2/Ar.

by profilometry on our samples. Under this assumption, the DOP-PL signal measured from
the top (100) surface, which should be −CDOP (ϵxx − ϵyy), reduces to −CDOP · ϵxx. Fig. 4
indicates a compressive transverse strain ϵxx within the ridge, with maxima at the edges,
and a tensile transverse strain outside. Again, the apparent discontinuity at the edges is
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due to the different zones probed in the material when the laser beam is within the ridge
(excitation at the un-etched surface) and outside the ridge (excitation at the bottom etched
surface). Fig. 5 is similar to fig. 4 but for a 30 µm ridge. The trend for the DOP-PL signal
is the same. The DOP clearly returns to zero over a large central part of the ridge. Fig. 6
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FIG. 5: DOP-PL and PL intensity linescans across an isolated ridge etched in InP :
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and fig. 7 show the DOP-PL and intensity linescans across ridges of widths 6 and 30 µm
etched over 1.6 µm deep in InP, and fig. 8 shows a comparison of the DOP-PL linescans for
the 2 different etched depths. The comparison in fig. 8 yields a higher tensile strain just
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FIG. 6: DOP-PL and PL intensity linescans across an isolated ridge etched in InP :
W = 6 µm, d = 1.6 µm; etch process: CH4/H2/Ar.

outside the ridge when the etch depths increases from 0.5 to 1.6 µm. The DOP level inside
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FIG. 7: DOP-PL and PL intensity linescans across an isolated ridge etched in InP :
W = 30 µm, d = 1.6 µm; etch process: CH4/H2/Ar.

the ridge area does not change. Based on all the DOP-PL measurements that we performed
on InP samples, no significant difference could be observed between the etching processes
#1 and #2. Finally, fig. 9 illustrates the same trend as fig. 8 for etching in GaAs (process
#3): no change inside the ridge, tensile strain outside the ridge, increasing with the etched
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depth.
The SiNx mask layer can induce mechanical stress after the PECVD deposition process21.
This mechanical stress can be controlled by changing the PECVD conditions. We have
checked (fig. 10) that this state of mechanical stress inside the SiNx mask layer does not
affect the DOP profiles after etching and removal of the mask. The strain in and around the
ridges is caused by the semiconductor etching process itself. There is no “memory effect”
due to the SiNx mask. This is further evidenced in fig. 11 which compares the DOP profile
induced by a SiNx mask (prior to GaAs etching) and the DOP profile in the GaAs after
etching and mask removal. The strain profiles are clearly different.

3. Proximity effects

The previous results concerned isolated ridges. When neighbouring ridges are close
enough, the net strain field, which by the principle of linear superposition is the sum of
the contributions from all ridges, increases in the region between the ridges. In fig. 12
one can see the strain measured across the ridge (width 1 µm) and in the spacing between
neighbouring ridges (called “trench” on the figure). A semilogarithmic representation is
used for fig. 12, and only a half of the 1 µm wide ridge is shown. The curve for the isolated
case is the same as in fig. 3. The other curves are for neighbouring ridges with decreasing
trench spacing. The compressive strain within the ridge does not seem very much affected
by the spacing. However the tensile strain in the trench increases as the spacing decreases.
A plateau is observed for the narrowest trenches, showing that the strain fields from both
neighbour ridges overlap. An additional feature needs to be taken into account in this dis-
cussion of the proximity effects: the dependence of the etching rates on the aspect ratio26.
This reduces the etch depth in areas where the ridge density is higher. Because of this trend,
the etch depth between neighbouring ridges with spacing 1 µm can be lower than the etch
depth in completely open areas. Typically a reduction of the etch depth from the nominal
3 µm to 2.3 - 2.5 µm could occur for the 1 µm spacings. However, fig. 12 indicates that
the areas with the smallest spacings display the strongest tensile stress, which cannot be
a consequence of the aspect ratio dependent etch rate (according to which areas with the
smallest spacings should display lower stress than areas with largest spacings). In view of
this additional comment, the trend illustrated by fig. 12 is indeed a proximity effect affect-
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ing the tensile stress in trenches. Fig. 13 illustrates the measured strain profile when the
spacing between neighbouring ridges is constant and the ridge width is varied between 0.5
and 6 µm. The overlapping effect is now also identified inside the ridges: within the largest
ridge the compressive strain returns to zero in the center, whereas for the narrow ridges the
compressive strain shows higher maximum amplitude at the edges, and the decrease is much
reduced (in fact, for the 0.5 µm ridge, this compressive strain appears constant over the
volume of the ridge). This effect inside the ridge was already observed on the cross section
mappings in fig. 2. Fig. 13 (b) also indicates that for a 1 µm spacing the tensile stress
within the trenches increases as the width of the ridges increases. Figs. 12 and 13 demon-
strate an overlapping effect between neighbouring ridges, which increases when the spacing
in between decreases. An overlapping effect is also observed inside the ridges, between the
2 etched sidewalls.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results described provide evidence of the mechanical deformation induced in the
semiconductor material by the RIE process. As already stated, the different types of dis-
order mechanisms described for plasma etching could generate this mechanical effect: non-
stoichiometry, crystallographic disorder or point defects. To start investigating the possible
mechanisms we did some numerical simulations of our data. For the (100) top surface
measurements, we performed best fit calculations using an analytical model, based on the
approach that we developed21 to analyze strain / stress effects induced by the presence of a
SiNx stripe at the surface. In the present work, the strain owing only to RIE is investigated.
In the case treated in21, the effects were due to the residual mechanical stress in the dielectric
films after PECVD, combined with the structuration of the films to form stripes of variable
widths. The analytical model was built on the edge force concept27. For the (110) cross
section maps, we performed finite element simulations to test some assumptions, without
carrying out any best fit procedure.
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A. Analytical fits

The edge force concept was introduced by Hu27 to account for the effects of geometrical
discontinuities in a thin film structure under mechanical stress at the surface. The edge
force generates a mechanical stress field with a “slowly” decreasing behaviour away from the
discontinuities (application points for the edge forces). In fact, what “slowly” means can
be seen on the curves in fig. 11 : the DOP generated at the edges of the stripe owing to
the SiNx mask layer is still significant at distances several tens of µm away from the edges.
See21 for a detailed discussion of these effects. On the other hand, the DOP and SS-CL
linescans measured across the etched stripes with no SiNx overlayer show sharp decreasing
effects. These effects cannot be described within the framework of the edge force concept.
We used a simple exponential model, with the following adjustable parameters:

• Characteristic 1
e

decreasing length inside the ridge, at both edges;

• Characteristic 1
e

decreasing length outside the ridge, at both edges;

• Maximum amplitude inside the ridges (at both edges);

• Maximum amplitude outside the ridges (at both edges); and,

• 2 “weight” parameters to simulate the effects of the limited spatial resolution without
performing a complete convolution procedure (only for the PL linescans, whereas the
spatial resolution is not limited for CL linescans).

Fig. 14 illustrates this best fit procedure for a DOP-PL linescan across a 30 µm wide ridge
etched in GaAs. The 1

e
decreasing lengths for the exponentials are of the order of 0.5 µm,

smaller than the spatial resolution for PL measurements. It is therefore not possible to
discuss the values of the decreasing lengths obtained from best fits to the DOP-PL data.
However, the amplitudes will show a trend when the etch depth increases (see fig. 9 for
example). For etch depths 0.4 / 1.4 / 2.1 µm in GaAs, the best fit yields amplitudes for the
exponentials outside the ridge of −1.6 / − 4 / − 4.5 units, and 2 / 3.4 / 4.2 units inside
the ridge, indicating increasing ϵxx on both sides of the etch walls as the depth increases.
Figs. 15 and 16 illustrate the best fit for SS-CL linescans across 1 and 6 µm ridges etched
in InP (etch depth 3 µm). The characteristic decreasing length inside the ridge is of the
order of 0.5 µm, which is larger than the spatial resolution for the CL linescans. Outside the
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ridge the decreasing length is 1.3 / 1.4 µm. The values are similar for the different widths
investigated. Unfortunately, we were not able to perform the SS-CL linescan measurements
for different etch depths.
This analysis of the top surface data leads to the conclusion that in an area close to the
surface in the depth probed by PL and CL (between 100 and 500 nm) the strain resulting
from etching is concentrated near the vertical etched walls, with a sharp exponential decrease
away from these edges, on both sides of the wall. The strain is compressive inside the ridge,
and tensile outside. The 1

e
decreasing length for ϵxx (deduced from the DOP-PL data) is

below the spatial resolution, i.e., smaller than 1 µm. The maximum amplitude of ϵxx at the
etched walls (on both sides, compressive inside and tensile outside) increases with increasing
etched depth which might be expected due to a longer exposure to the etching process. The
decreasing length for the volume change (deduced from the SS-CL data) is in the order of
0.5 µm inside the ridge, and slightly higher (1.3 to 1.4 µm) outside.

B. Finite element simulations

The approach to discuss the results from the cross section maps was different than for
the top surface scans but informed by the analysis of the top scans: using a finite element
simulation tool we generated maps of the volume change (ϵxx + ϵyy + ϵzz) and of the DOP
signal (cf eq. 3) starting from trial assumptions on defect distributions within the etched
crystal. A trial assumption was characterized by a spatial distribution of initial strain in the
neighbourhood of the different surfaces (vertical etched sidewalls, horizontal bottom etched
surface), representing the effects of a defect distribution. The simulation was operated in a
stationary configuration, using the solid mechanics / linear elasticity Comsol Multiphysics
module, in 2 dimensions (plane strain condition). Standard free surface conditions and
prescribed displacements were used. Here, we did not operate any best fit procedure, we
just compared qualitatively the simulation results with the experimental maps. Fig. 17
shows the “best agreement” obtained, following this procedure, trying to reproduce the
experimental data in fig. 1. This simulation corresponds to the following initial strain
distribution:

• Non-uniform isotropic compressive volume change extending from the vertical etched
sidewalls, in an oblique direction (45 ◦), with exponential attenuation (1

e
attenuation
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length: 1 µm). At the sidewalls themselves, the compressive volume change decreases
linearly from 5× 10-3 at the top 0 at the bottom corners. This linear variation repre-
sents the decreasing exposure to ion bombardment from top to bottom as the etching
proceeds. The extension of the volume change starting from the sidewall, in an oblique
direction, with exponential attenuation, was chosen to represent the impact of ion and
fast neutral radical trajectories inside the material and the ion and neutral radical
stopping range.

• Anisotropic vertical compression extending exponentially from the bottom etched sur-
face towards the bulk, with 1

e
attenuation length 1 µm and maximum 5×10-3. This was

chosen to represent the propagation of defects resulting from etching of the horizontal
surfaces.

The agreement between experimental and simulated maps is acceptable for the volume
change on the vertical etched walls and bottom etched surfaces. The agreement is not very
good at the bottom ridge corners. This might be explained by more complex ion trajectories
in these areas, however we did not attempt to include these details in our simulation. A
careful observation of the secondary electron images might be necessary to guess the initial
strain distribution in the corners area. The volume change near the top unetched area was
not reproduced either in our simulation. We might have included an initial strain in this area
to reproduce the experimental trend, but this initial strain would not be related to effects
of the ion bombardment induced by the etching process (the top surface being protected by
the hard mask layer). We therefore leave this issue for a different discussion.
The agreement for the DOP maps is acceptable.
The analysis of the cross section data (both experimental and simulated maps) indicates
that the crystal deformation probably has several origins. A concentration of defects near
the vertical etched sidewalls, inducing both an isotropic volume change (propagating in
an oblique direction with exponential attenuation) and an anisotropic DOP signal, seems
to explain the deformation seen in these areas. This concentration of defects decreases
from top to bottom of the ridge, which can be understood in terms of total exposure to
ion bombardment during the etch process. We assume that the defects responsible for
the crystal deformation near the vertical etched sidewalls are related to ion and radical
penetration. A concentration of defects in areas close to the bottom etched surface is also
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probably present, explaining the volume change and DOP signal. These defects seem to
generate an anistropic crystal deformation, dominant in the vertical direction. Actually we
do not have any indication on the physical origin of this deformation (ion bombardment,
non stoichiometric surface, ...).

C. Summary of the observations and results

Before the general conclusion, we summarize our observations and comments:

• The cross sectional investigations by CL provide evidence that the etching process
induces mechanical stress inside and close to the ridges; in particular, the change
in amplitude of the effects (spectral shift and DOP) as a function of reducing ridge
width contributes to this important statement. We have pointed out that the CL data
processing for areas close to the sample surface is a delicate task for cross sectional
maps20 but the effects discussed occur far enough from these surfaces to make valid
observations and conclusions. The cross section maps demonstrate a cumulative effect
between strain fields whose origins lie at the two vertical etched walls. An important
observation is the compressive stress within the ridge, the magnitude of which increases
as the width decreases.

• The top surface scans complete the picture and bring additional information related
to the region just below the (100) surface, defined by the probing depth of the two
techniques. Both DOP and SS-CL data show a sharp variation near the edges. Inside
the stripe, we observe a compression (which is coherent with the cross sectional data),
whereas outside the stripe the deformation is tensile. We assume that this tensile
deformation is localized close to the bottom etched surface, such that it was not
resolved at this point in our cross sectional CL data.

• A second cumulative effect was demonstrated when two or more ridges come to prox-
imity: the tensile deformation between ridges increases when the distance between
them is reduced. This is strong evidence of the presence of mechanical stress in the
ridges, extending outside the ridges themselves.

• The data fitting procedure allowed bringing some quantitative results, especially for
the magnitude of the local stress in different areas as a function of etched depth.
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For surface scans, the compressive stress within the ridges does not seem to change
strongly with increasing etched depth, whereas the tensile stress outside the ridge does
increase.

• A finite element simulation procedure was built to explain our proposed scheme for
the analysis of the cross sectional data. This procedure will be helpful and has shown
how different assumptions can be tested quantitatively. At this point, we have estab-
lished that a defect distribution on the vertical sidewalls, with concentration increasing
from top to bottom of the ridge, is responsible for part of the observed features. We
propose that the physical origin of these defects is related to ions and fast neutral
radicals bombarding the vertical etched surface and propagating some distance inside
the crystal. They impact the material through both a volume change and a contri-
bution to anisotropic deformation. A second type of defect distribution affects the
bottom etched surface, inducing an anisotropic deformation in the vertical direction
(compression). The physical origin of these defects might be ion bombardment and
penetration or non stoichiometric materials near the etched surface.

V. CONCLUSION

We have applied a methodology for the investigation of local mechanical stress in ridge
structures etched in InP and GaAs by RIE. This methodology is based on PL and CL,
recording either the spectral shift or the DOP. The techniques are complementary; the
spectral shift informs on the local volume change whereas the DOP informs on the anisotropic
deformation. In the particular case of the top surface scans, it was shown that the DOP is
a measure of the local strain transverse to the ridge. PL and CL are also complementary in
terms of spatial resolution and size of the area that can be inspected.
With this methodology, we have demonstrated that the RIE process induces mechanical
deformation and we have described the details of the deformation distribution both laterally
and vertically. We were able to quantify some of the effects, like the dependence of the
deformation magnitude as a function of the etch depth. We need to improve the data
processing techniques for the CL maps acquired in cross section in order to complete this
description. Of course, the techniques used only provide observations of the effects of RIE
(appearance of some mechanical deformation) but not direct microscopic observation of
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the defects causing this. Careful simulation might help building models for the correlation
between microscopic defects and the observed stress fields.
Finally, we think that these observations are important in the context of the development
of photonic structures such as waveguides because of the photoelastic effect which couples
strain with optical index variations. A next step to this work consists of the simulation of the
optical index profile associated with the stress distribution observed with our experimental
techniques, and at the very end the coupling with optical mode calculations if the etched
ridges were to be used as waveguides.
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FIG. 8: DOP-PL linescans across isolated ridges etched in InP (W = 30 µm) with d = 0.5

and 1.6 µm. The inset shows a zoom on the left edge of the ridges. Etch process:
CH4/H2/Ar.
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FIG. 9: DOP-PL linescans across isolated ridges etched in GaAs (W = 30 µm) with
d = 0.4, 1.4 and 2.1 µm. The inset shows a zoom on the left edge of the ridges. Etch

process: SiCl4/He.
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FIG. 10: DOP-PL linescans across isolated ridges etched in GaAs (W = 30 µm) using 2
different SiNx mask layers, with residual compressive stresses –10 MPa and –250 MPa

(after removal of the mask layer). d = 1.5 µm. Etch process: SiCl4/He.
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FIG. 11: DOP-PL linescans across SiNx mask layer (residual compressive stress –250
MPa), prior to etching, and across the ridge etched in GaAs, after removal of the mask

layer (W = 30 µm). d = 1.5 µm. Etch process: SiCl4/He.
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FIG. 13: SS-CL linescans across ridges etched in InP as a function of the width. (a):
S = 6 µm; (b): S = 1 µm. d = 3 µm. Etch process: CH4/Cl2/Ar.
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FIG. 14: Analytical fit with exponential functions to the DOP-PL data for a stripe etched
in GaAs (W = 30 µm). The experimental data are those of fig. 11 (etching with a SiNx

mask under compressive stress –250 MPa). d = 1.5 µm. Etch process: SiCl4/He.
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FIG. 15: Analytical fit with exponential functions to the SS-CL data for a stripe etched in
InP (W = 1 µm). The experimental data are those of fig. 4. d = 3 µm. Etch process:

CH4/Cl2/Ar.
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FIG. 16: Analytical fit with exponential functions to the SS-CL data for a stripe etched in
InP (W = 6 µm). The experimental data are those of fig. 4. d = 3 µm. Etch process:

CH4/Cl2/Ar.
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FIG. 17: Finite element simulation in and around an etched ridge in InP; W = 6 µm;
d = 3 µm. (a) : volume change; (b) : DOP.
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